A set S that has a non-empty intersection with every set in a collection of sets C is called a hitting set of C. If no elements can be removed from S without violating the hitting set property, then we say that S is minimal. Several interesting problems can in part be formulated as that of having to ®nd one or more minimal hitting sets. Many of these problems require proper solutions, but sometimes approximate solutions suce. We de®ne an r-approximate hitting set as a set that intersects at least a fraction r of the sets in C. This notion is extended to the case, where C is a weighted multiset, and properties of r are explored with respect to simpli®cation of C by absorption of supersets. Also, approximations of reducts from rough set theory are de®ned by means of minimal r-approximate hitting sets, and some links to the notion of dynamic reducts are established.
Introduction
Many problems of theoretical and practical nature, e.g., [1±4] , can in part be reduced to an instance of the minimal hitting set problem or one of its relatives such as the minimum set cover problem [5] . Consider the following problem: a librarian with the responsibility of ordering journals for a research institution receives a list of wanted journals from each member of the institution. Unfortunately, due to lack of funds, the librarian has to minimize the number of ordered journals. As his performance review is only a month away, the librarian wishes to grant each person at least one journal request to ensure a favorable review.
More formally, this is the problem of selecting a minimal set (e.g., of journals) that has a non-empty intersection with each set (e.g., list of journals) in a collection of sets (e.g., collection of journal request lists). This is a formulation of the minimal hitting set problem, which, in general, is NPhard [6] .
The librarian ®nds himself having even less money than he thought. He ®gures that if he satis®es the request of at least a percentage r of the people he works with, he will still be able to get a decent review. Upon further thought, he decides that some people's opinions count more than others. He therefore, assigns a``weight'' to each coworker and ®gures that he might save even more money and still be safe at the review if he satis®es at least a percentage r of the total opinion weight.
To this end we introduce the notion of an r-approximate hitting set, i.e., a set that only intersects a fraction of the sets in the given weighted collection.
Generally, the complexity of the minimal hitting set problem makes the computation of an optimal solution infeasible. This has forced the use of heuristics, e.g., [7] , that, if guaranteeing anything at all, only ensure that the solution(s) presented are hitting sets, but that do not guarantee minimal cardinality or even minimality. 1 We present a method based on a genetic algorithm for the calculation of approximate hitting sets.
The problem that inspired the work presented in this article comes from the ®eld of machine learning: Finding minimal sets of features that, when used as classi®cation rule templates, preserve a given classi®cation of a set of objects. This problem can be reduced to a variation of the minimal hitting set problem.
As an example of the use of approximate hitting sets, we carry our results over to the ®eld of rough sets [8] . The result of this is the novel concept of r-approximate reducts. These r-approximate reducts are compared with dynamic and standard reducts on selected data sets.
Methods
This section brie¯y recapitulates the concept of hitting sets, and presents the main theoretical points of this article by de®ning r-approximate hitting sets and developing some of their properties. A genetic algorithm to search for r-approximate hitting sets is outlined, and illustrated with the use of hitting sets as rule templates.
Hitting sets
Given a collection C fS i ji P I Ng of sets of elements from some universe U, a hitting set is a set S U such that S S i T Y for all i P I, i.e., a set that contains at least one element from all sets in C. Let HSC denote the collection of all hitting sets of C. This collection HSC is a partially ordered set under set inclusion. Let MHSC be the collection of the minimal elements of HSC, i.e., the hitting sets that have no proper subsets in HSC. These are called the minimal hitting sets of C. Determining a minimal cardinality element of MHS(C) is called the minimal hitting set problem. Example 1. vet C denote the olletion ontining faY bY cY dgY faY bY dgY faY bgY fcgY fdgX he miniml hitting sets of this olletion re faY cY dg and fbY cY dgX xote tht oth re of miniml rdinlity.
This can be seen by observing that any element of also``hits'' , and that if we choose to include any element in X À Y , we will also need to include an element of to form a hitting set. Thus MHSC MHSC a , where C a is the collection resulting from the elimination of all supersets from C. This process is called sorption, and can formally be expressed as
Example 2. emovl of supersets from our olletion ove results in faY bgY fcgY fdgX snspetion shows tht this olletion hs the sme miniml hitting sets.
r-Approximate hitting sets
Let be a ®nite universe. For the de®nition of a hitting set, we can without loss of generality assume that the collection C to ®nd a hitting set from is a subset of 2 U , the powerset of . Consider again the librarian's problem. A traditional set representation of the requested journal sets is appropriate when non-approximate hitting sets are sought, but fails when a degree of approximation is wanted. This can be seen from the following example. Assume there are 100 coworkers, where 99 requested the same set e of journals, and one requested a set f such that e and f are disjoint. In the traditional set representation, selecting any subset of journals from e will, in the case of uniform weight, result in an approximation degree of 1/2, while the approximation degree expected is of 99/100. Therefore, we allow C to be a multiset (or bag). Hence we represent C as a mapping C X 2 U 3 N that counts the number of times a given set occurs in our collection. Also, always let the range of C be dierent from f0g. Following the language of the preceding section, we will still think of C as a``container'' and talk of sets being``in'' C. The requirement on the range of C can then be expressed as requiring C to be``non-empty''. Let w be a given mapping w X 2 U 3 R f0g that maps each element in C to a non-zero value. This mapping will act as a weighting of the elements in C. Furthermore, we de®ne h C X X 2 U 3 f0Y 1g as follows:
The mapping h C X returns 1 only if is in C, and intersects . We can then for a given set X U de®ne a measure of approximation a C w X 2 U 3 R, with respect to C, and w, as follows:
The mapping a C w maps an element to a fraction AaB, where e is the sum of weights of the sets in C intersected by , and f is the total sum of weights of elements in C. For a constant w, this fraction becomes the fraction of sets intersected by in C .
Example 3. gonsider the multiset C ontining the following setsX
he mpping C ssigns I to eh set ove exept for fdg whih is ssigned the vlue PF ell other sets re ssigned HF he weight of eh set isD for nottionl onvenieneD given s supersriptD eFgFD wfaY bg 9F xow onsider the set fbY dgF ixmining the ounter on the rightEhnd side in iqF @IAD we see tht we only need to sum the weights for the elements in C tht re interseted y fbY dg to determine the ounter of this equtionF he denomintor is the sum of the weight of the elements in CD leding to a C w fbY dg 4 6 9 3 3 4 6 9 3 3 6 25 31 % 0X806X
An r-approximate hitting set of C with respect to w is then a set X U such that a C w X P r. Let HS r CY w denote the set of all r-approximate hitting sets of C in , and let MHS r CY w denote all elements in HS r CY w that have no proper subsets in HS r CY w, i.e., the minimal r-approximate hitting sets.
The simpli®cation of C given in Section 2.1 can conveniently be carried out in two steps: removal of duplicates and removal of proper supersets.
Removal of duplicates
Let the result of removal of duplicates from C be represented by the map-
The simpli®cation of C into C d does not present a problem with respect to computing approximate hitting sets. De®ning X S h C X S. In practical applications, it might be the case that we wish to assign an element that appears multiple times in our multiset, dierent weights some of the times. This is the case in the librarian's problem. He might receive identical lists of journals from people that he assigns dierent weights. We can represent this assignment as follows. Let W 2 U Â R be the relation describing the assignments of dierent values from R to an element in C. Then, let w H X 2 U Â R 3 N count the number of times a particular assignment is made. For an element such that CS b 0, we have that yPR w H SY y CS, and the function w can be constructed from and w H as
The mapping w is then the mean of all assignments made to , and preserves the semantics of our measure of approximation. 
Removal of supersets
Let the result of removal of proper supersets from C d be represented by the mapping C a X 2 U 3 N given by
The further simpli®cation by removal of proper supersets introduces ambiguity with respect to our measure of approximation. This is because the measure might dier depending on whether we look at C or C a . Consider C de®ned as
We also have that simplifying C by removal of duplicates and supersets gives us
if we let w a faY bg x and w a fcg y,
If this is to equal 2a3, then x 2y. This, in turn, gives that
From this, we see that we cannot, in general, ®nd a function w a such that preserves the measure of approximation. We state this as a Theorem.
Theorem 5. here exists w nd C suh tht there is no funtion w a X 2
However, if we can ®nd a function w a that always underestimates the original degree of approximation, this could be considered``safe''. Indeed, this is possible as stated in the following theorem.
A proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix C.
Example 7. pigF I ontins rsse digrm of the prtil order under set inlusion of our exmple from oveF he multiset C a tht onsists of the miniml elements in pigF I ontins the sets faY bgY fcgY fdgX he onstrution of mpping w a n e explined s followsF essoite with eh set in the rsse digrm numer tht is the supersript numer divided y the susript numerD iFeFD the w d vlue for tht set divided y the numer of miniml sets @the sets tht end up in C d A tht this set ontinsF por the set faY bY cY dg 4 3 this numer eomes 4a3F yne these numers hve een determinedD for eh minE iml setD sum these numers for ll sets tht re on pth ending with the miniml set @ll the sets tht ontin the miniml setAF por the miniml set faY bgD the sets on pth in the rsse digrm re faY bgD faY bY dgD nd faY bY cY dgF he sum of the vlues for these sets is 4a3 6a2 9a1D whih is the vlue w a faY bgF por the set fbY dg we get
A direct consequence of Theorem 6 is the following.
Corollary 8. vet w a e defined s in heorem TF hen
Let C X denote the elements of C that are intersected by , i.e.,
Àfxg is a proper subset of C a X , which means that C X À C X Àfxg is non-empty. This lets us formulate Theorem 9. vet w a e defined s in heorem TF hen
where r a This theorem states that a minimal approximate hitting set of the simpli®ed collection of sets also is a minimal approximate hitting set in the original collection.
Applying genetic algorithms to the r-approximate hitting set problem
A genetic algorithm [9] is a heuristic for function optimization, where the extrema of the function (i.e., minima or maxima) cannot be established analytically. A population of potential solutions is re®ned iteratively by employing a strategy inspired by Darwinistic evolution or natural selection. Genetic algorithms promote``survival of the ®ttest''. This type of heuristic has been applied in many dierent ®elds, including construction of neural networks [10] and multi-disorder diagnosis [11] . For a brief outline of a genetic algorithm, see Appendix A.
For the minimal hitting set problem, a straightforward choice of population is a set of elements from 2 U , encoded as bit-vectors, where each bit indicates the presence of a particular element in the set. For a population of this kind, one would like to reward elements that hit more sets in the collection. A reasonable minimal cardinality problem ®tness function candidate is the following: for S U The ®rst term rewards the shorter elements and the second tries to ensure that we reward sets that are hitting sets. Given a cost mapping c X 2 U 3 R, mapping subsets of to a cost that ful®lls S H S 3 cS H T cS for S H Y S P U , we can incorporate the cost information by exchanging the ®rst term in the equation above by cU À cSacU X As we want to target a speci®c degree of approximation r, we impose this as limit beyond which approximation levels are not rewarded. We can additionally control the importance of an individual being a hitting set by introducing the number q, leading to the formula
This ®tness function is a discrete, multi-modal function, and is subject to thè`l inkage problem'', i.e., the value of the presence of a particular element is dependent of the presence of a set of other elements. The algorithm implemented is based on the skeleton presented in Fig. 3 . The genetic operators crossover, mutation and inversion are used, and selection is done by universal stochastic sampling. This is also used in the selection of individuals to replace in the ®xed size population in the recombination step. Also elitism and Boltzmann scaling of ®tness values are included. Initialization is random, and the stopping criteria is lack of improvement in the average ®tness of the population over a prede®ned number of generations. During the run of the algorithm, it is possible to collect the m ®ttest encountered individuals in k approximation intervals between r and 1. The contents of these lists is the output of the algorithm. [12] call this the diserniility mtrix with respect to the decision attribute. Each entry contains the set of attributes that discern between two objects that are discerned by d A . We can de®ne a partition of y using M A . The equivalence classes of this partition can be de®ned as follows:
Application of hitting sets as rule templates
Let y be a ®nite set of objects, and de®ne an ttriute on y to be a function a X O 3 V a from y into an attribute value set V a . Let A fdg be a set of distinct attributes on y such that the deision ttriute d is not in e. We can de®ne an equivalence relation A on y as follows: x A y @A ax ay for all a P AX We can now de®ne the generlized deision ttriute d A with respect to e as d A x fdyjy A xgX We further de®ne for xY yP O M A xY y Y if d A x d A yY fa P Ajax T ayg otherwiseX &
Skowron and Rauszer
A minimalization problem in rough set theory [13] is to determine minimal sets of attributes that preserve a given partition of y. These minimal sets are called reduts. Given a set of attributes e, we can use a subset of y to instantiate a set of classi®cation rules [13±15] . Hence the name``rule templates'' given to sets of attributes. In the rough set methodology, reducts are used as rule templates. Taking non-empty elements of M A to be our multiset C, the minimal hitting sets of C are exactly the rough set reducts. 2 We thus de®ne an rEpproximte redut to be an r-approximate hitting set of C constructed from M A .
Bazan [15, 16] proposes the calculation of dynmi reduts as a strategy for dealing with over-®tting the data material to synthesize reducts from. Dynamic reducts are the reducts from randomly sampled subsets of y. Associated with a dynamic reduct is the number of subsets of y it was calculated from. Using this number, one can then compute a set containing all reducts that are computed from more than a given threshold of the sampled subsets.
Experiments
The objective of the experiments carried out was to compare r-approximate reducts with dynamic and standard reducts. This was done by comparing sizes and discriminatory ability of classi®ers built on r-approximate reducts, with classi®ers built on the other reduct types. The implementation was done within the framework of the ROSETTA OSETTA system [17] .
The reduct modalities used were:
· epproximte. r-Approximate reducts computed using the algorithm presented in this paper. · hynmi. Dynamic reducts. · tndrd. Reducts computed using the algorithm presented in this paper, i.e, using r 1.
The cost function in Eq. (2) was de®ned to be the cardinality of the individual set, i.e., cS jSj. For all reduct modalities, C was chosen to be all non-empty elements of M A , and rules were instantiated using all elements contributing to M A . 3 The mapping w was chosen as to map to 1 for all, i.e., w 1.
Bazan [16] proposes ®ve evenly spaced percentages between 90% and 50% as training data sampling sizes to use. We used six levels between 90% and 50%, with three samples of each size, and one reduct was computed for each sample. This was done to keep the number of reducts computed comparable to the number of reducts computed for the approximate case. For the approximate case, r 0X6 was used to approximately match the sampling sizes of the dynamic reduct scheme.
The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) was used as measure of discriminatory ability [18] . The AUC was computed as its equivalent statistic, the c-index [19] . Statistical comparison between two areas was done using the method of Hanley and McNeil [20] .
Data sets used in the experiments were:
· heffield. 500 cases with 45 prediction attributes describing patients presenting at the emergency room (ER) with chest pain. The classi®cation attribute was binary and indicated the presence/absence of myocardial infarction (MI). Prevalence of MI was 30%. The data was collected in Sheeld, England. · idinurgh. 1253 cases with the same attributes as in the Sheeld data set, again describing patients presenting at the ER with chest pain. The prevalence of MI was 21%. The data was collected in Edinburgh, Scotland. · glevelnd. 303 cases with 13 prediction attributes and one binary classi®ca-tion attribute describing the presence/absence of heart disease in the patient. This is the Cleveland heart disease data set from the UCI Repository Of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories [21] . · eustrlin. 690 cases with 13 prediction attributes and one binary classi®ca-tion attribute describing the credit approval of the case. This is the Australian Credit Approval data set from the UCI Repository Of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories [21] .
Two types of experimental validation were used:
· ixternl vlidtion. Classi®ers were constructed for each of the reduct modalities from the Sheeld data set. The constructed classi®ers were evaluated on the Edinburgh data set, serving as an external validation set. · grossEvlidtion. Cross-validation runs comparing approximate reduct classi®ers with dynamic reduct classi®ers for the Sheeld, Cleveland and Australian data sets were made.
For cross-validation (CV), a ®ve times twofold cross-validation was used. The statistic used for determining signi®cant dierence in performance is proposed by Alpaydin [22] as a robust improvement to a test proposed by Dietterich [23] . An outline of the test is presented in Appendix B.
Results from external validation
The results of the external validation experiment can be seen in Fig. 2 , where the ROC curves generated from the classi®cation results on the external evaluation set for the dierent classi®ers are presented, and in Table 1 , where a summary of the results is presented in numerical form.
The approximate modality classi®er was smallest, and had best discriminatory performance. All dierences were signi®cant for a signi®cance level of a 0X01.
Results from cross-validation
A summary of the discriminatory performance and sizes of the classi®ers generated in the dierent 5Â2CV runs on the three data sets, Sheeld, Cleveland and Australian, can be found in Table 2 .
In all runs, the approximate modality gave the smallest classi®er with the best discriminatory ability. All the p statistics resulted in p`0X05.
On a Sun sparc Ultra 2 Model 2200 (200 MHz), the calculation times were 1022 s for the approximate run, and 2151 s for the dynamic run on the Sheeld Fig. 2 . Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the three reduct modalities generated from the classi®cation results of the external validation set from Edinburgh. Table 1 Summary of the external validation runs for the three modalities. Presented for each modality is the area under the ROC curve (AUC) together with it's standard error (AUC SE), the number of reducts and rules, and computation time in minutes and seconds data, 108 s for the approximate run, and 93 s for the dynamic run on the Cleveland data, and 492 s for the approximate run, and 242 s for the dynamic run on the Australian data. For all replications and folds, the time spent by the approximate modality was 1662 s, while the dynamic modality spent 2486 s.
Discussion
In the process of modeling data, each data point can be seen as imposing a requirement on the model. A point requires the model to re¯ect it, i.e., the model should``®t'' the data. How much the requirements are met in practice varies. If the model is to predict, then over®tting it to the construction data is to be avoided as it decreases performance on unseen data. Discerning between all pairs of objects constitutes the ®t of rough set classi®ers. If w (Section 2.2) is chosen to be constant in the classi®er construction (Section 2.4), w a on C a returns the number of object pairs discerned by a particular element of C a . In our experiments, relaxing the requirements on the ®t, by only discerning between a controlled fraction of all object pairs, led to increase in performance.
Skowron and Rauszer [12] formulated rough set reducts in terms of Boolean reasoning [24] ; as prime implicants of a particular Boolean function. We can conversely contemplate r-approximation in Boolean reasoning. Consider the Boolean reasoning problem of ®nding all consequents of a Boolean equation of the form f 0, i.e., all Boolean equations g 0 such that f 0 A g 0. These are easily generated from a particular representation of f, namely where f is represented as the disjunction of its prime implicants. Given a product of sum (POS) representation i s i of f, we can view each s i as the set of literals (possibly complemented) contained in s i . Collect these sets in C. The conjunction p j of the (possibly complemented) literals found in a minimal hitting set m j of the C, is a prime implicant of f. The converse holds also. We can now de®ne r-approximate prime implicant of f in terms of the r-approximate hitting set machinery. This again leads to an approach to approximate Boolean reasoning that might be useful whenever there is uncertainty associated with the Table 2 Summary of the results from the 5Â2CV run on the three data sets. Presented for the approximate and dynamic modalities are: the mean ROC curve areas, the mean number of reducts calculated, the mean number of rules generated, and the p-value corresponding to the 5Â2 CV F statistic construction of f. If this uncertainty is quanti®able for each factor in the POS representation of f this can also be taken into consideration as described in Section 2.2. The introduction of the cost function in Eq. (2) that leads to a generalization of the minimal cardinality problem, enables the incorporation of dierent costs of information to some extent. As optimization of cost and degree of approximation counteract, a weight factor q is included in Eq. (2) .
The computationally most expensive part of Eq. (2) is the approximation value a C w . The reduction of C, done by absorption of supersets (and duplicates), can potentially have great eects on the computational cost of producing solutions. In the external validation experiment, the original collection sets, computed from the 500 cases Sheeld data set, was reduced by removal of duplicates and supersets from 53,284 sets to 6572 sets, i.e., by a factor of eight. Theorem 6 ensures a lower bound on the uncertainty or approximation level of hitting sets calculated from this reduced collection. Theorem 9 ensures the preservation of minimality, albeit at possibly a dierent degree of approximation.
The genetic algorithm used is based on a variation of Holland's [9] simple genetic algorithm as presented by Michalewicz [25] . The algorithm is not primed particularly for the hitting set problem, it is merely used to show that the application of genetic algorithms for this problem oers a potentially ef®cient search technique. An approach taken by Wr oblewski [26] that could be ecient for the hitting set problem, is to view the population as permutations of an ordering of elements input to an order-dependent greedy algorithm.
The calculation times reported for the approximate reducts are heavily dominated by the implementation of the simpli®cation of C prior to the application of the actual genetic algorithm (18 s of the 4 min and 19 s of the calculation of approximate reducts in the external validation experiment were used by the genetic algorithm). By using other than a naive On 2 algorithm for the construction of the partial order relation, performance gains can be expected. Sub-quadratic algorithms for the partial order construction exist, see [27] . The in¯uence of the naive partial order calculation algorithm can be observed well in the Australian data set case, where the calculation time was even more dominated by the simpli®cation step as the genetic algorithm search space was much smaller than in the Sheeld case (2 13 vs. 2 45 ), and the number of cases in the set is greater than in the other data sets, giving a larger collection of sets to calculate the partial order relation on. The calculation times reported cannot fairly be used to compare reduct modalities as the authors did not have control over the implementation of the dynamic reduct calculation (see [17] for details on the ROSETTA OSETTA system).
To be able to make inferences on the generality of calculated reducts, the algorithm parameters were set in such a way as to produce approximately the same number of reducts. The number of approximate reducts computed was always equal or larger than the other types of reducts computed. At the same time, the number of rules produced from these reducts was always smaller. Particularly so in the Sheeld data set having the largest number of attributes. This seems to suggest that approximate reducts generalize better than the other two types. This might not be surprising as approximate reducts can be seen as generalizations of both the other types tried by inspecting how they are computed. In eect, r-approximate reducts are computed by computing 1-approximate reducts from a discernibility matrix M A , where isolated entries have been suppressed. Dynamic reducts on the other hand are computed by computing 1-approximate reducts from the same matrix but by removing entire rows and columns. Thus the set of all r-approximate reducts, where r goes through all values from 0 to 1, properly contains all dynamic reducts calculated from all possible subsamples of the data.
An area of controversy in rough set theory is the handling of real-valued attributes [28] . As the goal was to make a relative comparison of the performance of dierent types of reducts as rule templates, the same equal frequency binning technique was used for all methods and data sets. For the Sheeld data set, as there are only three real-valued attributes, this had minimal eect on the performance of the classi®ers. For other data sets that have a greater number real-valued attributes another discretization scheme might preferable.
Summary and conclusions
We have de®ned r-approximate hitting sets of a multiset of elements from the power-set of some ®nite universe. These approximate hitting sets intersect at least a fraction r of the weighted sets in the multiset. A problem simpli®-cation method that ensures a lower bound of the degree of approximation is presented together with a genetic algorithm for minimal cost r-approximate hitting sets discovery.
An example of the use of approximate hitting sets in machine learning is presented. The rough set r-approximate reduct as a generalization of a dynamic reduct is de®ned as a minimal r-approximate hitting sets of a particular multiset C. Classi®ers constructed using the approximate reducts as rule templates are compared with two classi®ers built on standard and dynamic reducts as rule templates. The approximate rule template classi®ers were smaller and exhibited a signi®cant improvement (p`0X05) in discriminatory ability, measured as the area under the ROC-curve, over the other types of classi®ers.
Our algorithm presents a solid case for the use of the simpli®cation by absorption of supersets together with a genetic algorithm for the calculation of r-approximate hitting sets. Nevertheless, signi®cant improvements can be achieved by researching better solutions to these sub-tasks of our method.
Let H 0 denote the null hypothesis that the two classi®ers perform equally well. Under H 0 , D ij can be treated as being N 0Y r 2 distributed, and we have 
X
As we now have a fraction that looks just like the de®nition of a C w X , except that every term in the counter is multiplied by something that is less or equal to 1, we consider the theorem proved. Ã Appendix D. Simplifying C The simpli®cation of C and calculation of C a and w a can be done by the algorithm shown in Fig. 4 .
